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the moment of their gengepti-on Charge Transfer Devices have been expected
to result in rugged, reliabl-e and very compact image sensors, free from burn-in
and lag problems. In recent years the state of the (research) art has advanced
to a stage where single chip colour cameras with encourEasine nieture orretitv
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have been demonstrated.

c rnnl ication the image sensors have to fulfil a number of requirements:
large number of picture elements is needed to achieve sufficient resolution as
well as adequate colour information, a high sensitivity is necessary to record
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scenes indoors, objectionable blooming should be suppressed. At the same time the
nkrin qFAa hcq to be sufficiently small to make production feasabl-e and ultimately

yrvr!L/duls. rrorle of the solutions demonstrated up tilf now satisfies alt these
criteria.
The sensor described in this paper is PAL compatible and delivers two interlaced.
fields of 2BB lines each with ZB0 pj-xels per 1ine.
The image section measures B.5B nm (H) x 6.48 mm (V), the totar chip 10.1 mm (H)
1,t mm (V), it is designed witn 47um minimum dimensions.
The vertical CCD registers (nutt channel) are driven by three phase clocks,
the electrode pattern consists of three poly-silicon layers. To obtain high blue
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one and two run horizontally across the sensor white they
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are crossed at right angles by phase three. This construction - together with
partially self-aligned channel stops - results in an open wind.ow of 71um x L\1um,
the rest of the tt /um x ZZ.5 7um image cell is covered by poly-silicon.
The storage section, where no windows are needed, i-s only half as large as the
image section

the horizontal pitch (tt /um) of the vertical channels to the read.-out
register, three parallel read-out regi-sters are provided. When the chip is used
as a colour sensor this has the additional advantage that separate transport
channels are ava.ilable for the red, green and blue signals. The three output
amplifiers each have only a 50 fF input node capaci.tance, resutting in high
gain and low thermal noise. No anti-blooming overfl-ow drains and barrj-ers are
provided, because their presence would have reduced sensitivity as well as
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packing density. Instead a charge-pumping mechanism is used. to recombine excess
electrons, generated by over-exposure, through surface states with ho1es fiom the
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channel stop regions. Thus the channel stop regions, whi-ch are necessary anyhow,

are usdd to carcy off excess charges. We wj-Il report results obtained witfr this
sensor using glued-on colour stripe filters, in addition results will be presented
of a shrunken versio with the same number of picture elements on a chip of 90 mm'
with 3.6 ,um minimum dimensions.
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